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An Alpaca is a domesticated species of South American camelid, they are bred specifically for their
coats. Alpaca fiber which is similar in texture to mohair and also great quality English wool, its
quality as a yarn is flexible depending on how it is spun. Alpaca wool can be heavy or light, is soft,
and luxurious as well as being very durable. It can be used for making a huge variety of knitted
items everything from blankets and socks to jumpers and toys.

Alpaca Select was established in 1992 and is widely known as among the very best in the supply of
alternative Alpaca knitwear items, patterns and alpaca wool. We stock a diverse range of alpaca
knitwear all of which are ethically produced and come in unusual designs many of which inspiration
came from traditional wear in Peru. The knitwear range we stock caters for all tastes and for all the
family. We have added a great range of accessories as well as childrenâ€™s toys and alpaca rugs and
soft furnishings ideal for adding a touch of luxury to your home.

We stock a wide range of alpaca wool in a variety of thickness and brand as well as a diverse range
of colours .Our commitment to complete customer satisfaction is second to none and one of the
ways we keep on top of this is by actively asking for feedback and acting on it. Therefore we
developed our range and listened to the wants and needs of our customers and now also supply a
range of comprehensive patterns. Having a wealth of knowledge and experience working with this
fabulous yarn we feel we know what works well.

Visit us online at www.alpaca-select.com for ideas on alpaca knitwear and how best to create your
own!
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Mary Porter - About Author:
a Alpaca products from alpaca-select.com. We sell some of the highest quality a Alpaca Wool on
the market â€“ Visit us today for more information on our wool!
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